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None of the RCA Bowie albums for 1983-1986 were released in Europe. They were all released in America,
except for the 1984/85 Ziggy album, which was released in 1985. The reason for the US releases was that,
at that time, RCA was releasing a limited number of European albums each year through BMG, its European

subsidiary. None of the US RCA albums were to be released in Europe again until the death of Bowie, in
January 2016. Even more confusing is the fact that when the world found out the first two albums were

being released for the first time on CD, BMG was still selling them with the 1982 version of the label. What
happened was that BMG was set up with a legal loophole for reasons that are probably still classified. As

was previously stated, the RCA contract in question was renewable for another 3 years. But, no matter how
long that three years were, the next release of anything by any artist who had that contract would be RCA
Classic, and not RCA r's music. As most people know, RCA Classic was introduced in 1985, so it would have
been impossible for RCA to release Bowie albums during this time period. Even though that was the case,
RCA still released the RCA albums on CD (and re-released the albums on CD in the late 1990s). In other

words, none of the RCA albums from 1983-1985 were ever released on CD. For the 1982 Ziggy album, RCA
eventually did release the albums on CD in 2011 and 2012. And, of course, it was only after the death of
Bowie that the RCA albums were finally released on CD in Europe. Bowie started recording his album in
January 1977. By September, he had completed the album, and he had a new band, lead guitarist Mick

Ronson, who had been recommended to Bowie by Tony Visconti in 1976, after Ronson had turned down two
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other offers to join Bowie. In October, the band went on a short tour of England. Then in November, the
band returned to Berlin, where Bowie began recording his next album, Low. As most people probably
already know, Low was a huge critical and commercial success. It was released in February 1978. The

singles from Low also reached the charts.
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we dont know what was in bowie's head at that time. it was simple compared to the rest of his music, but
the rest of his music was also very good. at least, i think so. maybe i have some bone on my shoulder. this

year the indian ocean burns. the earth holds a summer of flames, in the south, the north, the east and
west. all our traditions have become fires. in the forests of central america, the fires are waiting for the
souls of the dead. in egypt, the night fires cover the necropolis. the world burns, the earth burns. in the

south of france, the mountains bristle with heat. in the netherlands, the leaves turn to fire. we live in fire.
and we relish it. and we are happy. all this is fire, fire and fire. at the fire festival, the world will burn, the

earth will burn, the hearth will burn. we will throw around little objects that melt, burn, burn. with a push of
our hands, we will throw little yellow sticks into the flames. all the people who have not burned yet will

know the taste of pain, the taste of fire, the taste of death. they will learn to burn too. and they will know
what we are, children of fire. while the first world is entranced by its luxury to surround itself with water,

thousands of people are deprived of this elemental gift, which is already too precious and which humanity
has only squandered. the fire festival will bring together millions of people with very different beliefs,
traditions, cultures and languages, and it will give them common goals and common joys. it will be a

festival to which all of humanity can travel. to mark the occasion, we will build a “human pyre” in the lake
of coeur d’alene, a different pyre for each continent, and we will welcome its inhabitants as they arrive.

each of these citizens has a place among us. in the lake, all the people who have never burned before will
burn. the world will burn. 5ec8ef588b
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